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EDITIONS SALVATOR Introduction to theology Titel :



History and rationale of the dogma Author :



Bernard Sesboüé



Size :



145*220 224 20 €



Pages° :



Price : Release° 28/09/17 : Section : n055 – Theology



9



782706



715884



STRONG POINTS An internationally recognised author A reference book made to last.



SUMMARY Introduction



SUBSTANCE



Chaper I : Theology and theologies



This book is intended to help students of theology find their way through the thicket of disciplines boasting a "theological" dimension, or indeed any reader seeking to methodically and precisely locate the axis of his or her own research within a complex and relatively confused compound. Sesboüé aims at providing a set of valuable information on a wide field, revolving around the great mainstay of the discipline, i.e. dogmatic theology. In order to define the actual task of dogmatic theology, however, it must be situated in a context the development of which it has importantly shaped and towards which its solidarity is manifest.



Chapter II: A short history of terms: The dogma



AUTHOR The theologian and Jesuit Father Sesboüé taught at the Jesuite university Centre Sèvres. With Editions Salvator, he published L’homme, merveille de Dieu (Man, God’s masterpiece and Jésus, voici l’Homme (Jesus - Behold the man).



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



Chapter III: Dogmatic theology: Statute, references and methods Chapter IV: The beginnings and evolution of dogmatic theology Chapter V: Dogmatic theology: From the Renaissance to the present day Chapter VI: The future of dogmatic theology



EDITIONS SALVATOR Titel :



Pope Francis the philosopher



Author :



Emmanuel Falque, Aude Solignac



Transl.° : Foreword : Size: 140*210 Pages° : Price : Release° : Section:



224 20 € 01/10/17



9



782706



715914



n005 – philosophy



STRONG POINTS An approach to Pope Francis from a philosophical point of view – an original editorial angle The work of internationally renowned authors



SUBSTANCE



SUMMARY



That Pope Francis is a « philosopher », that there is even a « philosophy of Pope Francis », will astonish many a philosopher and even non-philosopher.



-Opening -A philosophy of the able man: Pope Francis and Paul Ricoeur -The Blondelian philosophy of action and the action of Pope Francis - A philosophy of wandering: Pope Francis and the Franciscan tradition. - A philosophy of unity and multiplicity: Pope Francis and Luigi Pareyson. - Pope Francis and Miguel de Unamuno. -A forceful concept of the world: Pope Francis and Ignatius of Loyola. -Conclusion: The Pope who walks.



This book, written by internationally recognised philosophers and theologians, has the merit of proving this fact by resorting to authors that have influened Francis, including Paul Ricœur, Maurice Blondel, Saint Bonaventure, Luigi Pareyson, Miguel de Unamuno and Ignatius of Loyola.



AUTHOR Emmanuel Falque and Aude Solignac are respectively honorary deans and lecturers at the Faculty of Philosophy of the Catholic Institute of Paris. With contributions by Bishop Philippe Bordeyne, Juan Carlos Scannone, s.j., Laure Solignac, Giovanni Feretti, Miguel Garcia-Baro and Emmanuel Falque.



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR Titel :



The first encyclical Discovering St. Peter’s first epistle



Author :



Édouard Cothenet



Size:



140*210 224 20 € 28/09/17



Pages° : Price : Release° : Section :



9



782706



715860



n0431 – Biblical Studies Études



STRONG POINTS Peter’s first epistle analysed by a renowned exegete



SUBSTANCE Peter's First Letter can be seen as the first encyclical. The importance of this letter for the ecclesiology of Vatican II and its repercussions on our Christian communities today, facing defamation in a postChristian world, are striking. A high-quality study taking several highly topical problems into focus.



AUTHOR Priest of the diocese of Bourges, Father Edouard Cothenet is Professor Emeritus at the Catholic Institute of Paris where he taught exegesis. He is the author of several books at Éditions du Cerf, at DDB and at Salvator (Communautés chrétiennes des premiers siècles – Christian Communities of the first centuries and L’eucharistie au cœur des Écritures – The Eucharist at the centre of the Scriptures).



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR The path of the heart The spiritual experience of André Louf Biography



Author:



Charles WRIGHT



SIZE : 140X210 PAGES : environ 300 p. SECTION: Religious biography. Spiritual testimonies ISBN : PRICE : 20 € RELEASE: 11 May 2017 9



782706



715020



STRONG POINTS The first great biography of an emblematic monk and eminent spiritual master of the twentieth century, containing unpublished texts from his spiritual diary. With



unpublished



texts



by



Dom



Louf.



SUBSTANCE The author presents the life, work and above all the spirituality of the great Cistercian monk Dom André Louf (1929-2010). The book is the fruit of a long companionship between the author and the late monk, the latter having become something of a spiritual coach to the former from beyond the grave. Dom Louf, a friend of Thomas Merton’s and a privileged interlocutor of Paul VI, is an adept of contemplation.



Unpublished homilies by Dom Louf (3 tomes, A-B-C)



AUTHOR Charles Wright has worked in publishing and journalism.



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR A diary of humility Author :



Benoît Standaert



SIZE : 140x210 PAGES : 300 p. PRICE : 22€ RELEASE: 28 September 2017 SECTION: SPIRITUALITY ISBN :



9



782706



715600



STRONG POINTS A book comparable to Thomas Merton's The seven storey mountain The poignant account of a spiritual struggle waged from day to day



SUBSTANCE Since August 2007, this monk, who has become a hermit, has been writing a journal, documenting his reflexions and experiences, intensified by his quest of humility. This great contemporary monk reminds us of the principal secret of Christian faith: That humility is the way to becoming poor in spirit, and that it is in humility that Christian faith will bud, grow and spread.



AUTHOR Benoît Standaert is a monk of the Benedictine abbey of Saint Andrew in Bruges. A biblical scholar and theologian, he taught in Rome, Jerusalem and India. He spent many years in search of spiritual and monastic traditions from around the world. Today, he lives as a hermit in Belgium.



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



ÉDITIONS SALVATOR Living in Christ through St Mary Author:



Frère Noël-Marie Rath



SIZE : PAGES : SECTION : ISBN :



130x200 128 p. Spirituality



PRICE : RELEASE:



13,50€ 23 March 2017



9



782706



714795



STRONG POINTS A personal retreat with Mary in 11 steps



SUBSTANCE



SUMMARY



The author presents us with reflexions on eleven pages of the gospel containing the often discreet testimony of Mary. This book, written by a specialist in Marian spirituality, is an excellent guide for a retreat, alone or in a group, without even having to leave the house.



11 chapters Welcoming address 1. Assiduous in praying to Mary, the mother of Jesus 2. "Behold thy Mother" 3. "Rejoice" 4. "Servant of the Lord" 5. "Blessed is she who believed" 6. Magnificat 7. "The child and his mother" 8. "The sword in the soul" 9. "All these things in his heart" 10. "Whatever he tells you, do it" 11. "Behold thy son" Closing remarks



AUTHOR Noël-Marie Rath, is a priest and member of the Order of the Servants of Mary.



ÉDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame-des-Champs - 75006 Paris Tel : 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



ÉDITIONS SALVATOR God at the centre of our family Author: Jean-Marie Élie Setbon in cooperation with Aliénor Gamerdinger SIZE : PAGES : SECTION : ISBN :



9



782706



140x210 144 p.



714818



PRICE : RELEASE :



15,00€ 09 M 2017



STRONG POINTS How to pass on faith within the family A method based on questions and answers (Judeo-Christian pedagogy)



SUBSTANCE To be able to pass on one’s faith in God and to open a child’s mind to faith, one needs to train oneself, to learn to discuss Christian faith by means of one’s intelligence. In a dynamic reflection, the author proposes a unique method that uses a wide selection of issues to question, arouse interest and stimulates the desire to understand.



AUTHOR Jean-Marie Élie Setbon is lecturer and devotes himself to the study of the Bible. In his successful book, De la kippa à la croix – From the Kippah to the Cross – (Editions Salvator), he tells the story of his conversion from Judaism to Christianity.



ÉDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame-des-Champs - 75006 Paris Tel : 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR Remarriage of divorcees: What changes with Francis Auhors : Philippe Bordeyne, with Juan Carlos Scannone, s.j. Size: 130X200 PAGES : 144 p. Section: Wedlock family relationships ISBN : 9782706715358



9 782706



715358



PRICE : RELEASE:



17 € 19 January 2017



STRONG POINTS A fundamental issue Two leading authors



SUBSTANCE After outlining the key points of the Amoris lætitia, Bishop Philippe Bordeyne explains what really changes – and what does not – with Pope Francis’ creed in this field. In the last part of the book, the Argentine Jesuit Juan Carlos Scannone, authorised interpreter of Jorge Bergoglio's beliefs, gives us a better understanding of the Holy Father's approach.



AUTHOR Bishop Philippe Bordeyne is rector of the Catholic Institute of Paris. Father Juan Carlos Scannone is a Jesuit and a theologian. A close friend of Jorge Bergoglio’s, his works have a strong focus on the theology of the people.



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR Titel :



The companions of St. Paul



Author :



Jacqueline Martin-Bagnaudez



Size : Price : Release° :



150*225 320 22 € 12/10/2017



Section :



n051 – Spirituality



Pages° :



9



782706



715747



STRONG POINTS The story of the evangelist Luke and St. Paul’s other companions. Placing the beginnings of Christianity in their proper context.



SUBSTANCE A first section is devoted to placing these companions in the surroundings and contexts of their activities and identifying their differences and common points. In a second section, each of these individuals is described in a prosopographic fact sheet with references to the sources.



AUTHOR Lecturer and historian Jacqueline Martin-Bagnaudez worked for the journal Notre Histoire. She has published biographies of Gregory the Great, Robert of Arbrissel and Madame de Maintenon.



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



ÉDITIONS SALVATOR Ecclesial ministries of today Author:



Père Luc Forestier



SIZE : 140x210 PAGES : 256 p. SECTION : ISBN :



9



782706



714757



PRICE : 22,00€ RELEASE: 09 February 2017



STRONG POINTS Diagnosis – resources – suggestions



SUBSTANCE



SOMMAIRE



The essential role of laymen, and mostly women, in local Church communities obliges us to reopen the issue of "ecclesial ministries", which, as we know, are not limited to the apostolate of ordained ministers. In the context of the current pastoral transformations, should we upgrade the apostolate of laymen or the ministries entrusted to them? What position should be given to the bishop and his task of pastoral vigilance? How should the missions of the priests and deacons be worded? Should we keep committed Christians out of the centre of action or should we, on the contrary, train them and entrust them with missions to fill our churches with life?



Introduction 1. Attempting to understand the current plurality of ministries in the church 2. Resources for reflections on the plurality of ministries 3. The fragile church and where ecclesial ministers fit in 4. The role of the bishop in the church 5. The singular ministry of the Bishop of Rome 6. The priests as assistants of the bishop 7. Deacons in the service of the Episcopal ministry 8. Laymen as ecclesial ministers 9. Issues common to all ministers 10. What the churches should ask themselves



AUTHOR The Oratorian Father Luc Forestier is director at the Institute of Religious Studies of the Catholic Institute of Paris.



ÉDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame-des-Champs - 75006 Paris Tel : 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR THE SPIRITUALITY OF THE DIACONATE The grace of serving Author:



Didier Rance



SIZE : PAGES : SECTION : ISBN :



140x210 192 p.



PRICE : RELEASE :



18,00€ 09 March 2017



9



782706



714900



STRONG POINTS New reference book on the Diaconate SOMMAIRE



SUBSTANCE Since its restoration in the Second Vatican Council, the permanent diaconate has developed differently from country to country. There are about fifty thousand deacons around the world, fulfilling a wide range of commitments. But from what sources do they draw their spirituality? How is it embedded in the Spirit that was given to the Church? What is its specificity?



Introduction and Letter to a Young Deacon Chapter I. The Deacon, "Living Icon of Christ the Servant" Chapter II. The Spirit makes us deacons Chapter III. Ministry out of charity, Ministry of charity Chapter IV. Serving the Word and the altar Chapter V. Inner Life Chapter VI. Relationships, family, church: the grace of serving Prayer To continue the research



AUTEUR A historian by training, Didier Rance lives in Nancy where he is a deacon. He is the author of some twenty books, especially on the martyrs of our time. His book John Bradburne, Wanderer of God (John Bradburne, le vagabond de Dieu ) was awarded the 2013 Catholic Prize for Literature.



ÉDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame-des-Champs - 75006 Paris Tel : 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR To love means… Author:



Marc Vaillot



SIZE: 110X170 PAGES : 128 SECTION: Prayer ISBN :



PRICE : RELEASE:



9



9,90€ 27 October 2016



782706



714443



STRONG POINTS The core of joy An excellent gift SUBSTANCE What do we need for a a fulfilled life? Love. What inspires actions that really matter? Love. What makes me sad, bitter, unhappy, empty? The absence of love. So, let’s talk about love. Every chapter refers to one of the effects of love: 52 exactly, one for every week of the year, that can be easily read over the course of the year.



AUTHOR Father Marc Vaillot, is a priest and spiritual companion. He has published several books on prayer, including My Prayer Trove (Mon écrin de prières, Mame, 2014).



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR The little book of consolation Author :



Jean Humenry



SIZE : 110x170 PAGES : 128 p. PRICE : 9,90€ RELEASE: 24 August 2017 SECTION: Spirituality ISBN :



9



782706



715518



STRONG POINTS Powerful subject – small price



SUMMARY



SUBSTANCE In the tradition of well-received publications such as Marc Vaillot’s To love means…(Aimer, c’est…) ... or Anselm Gruen’s Looking for the inner gold (À la recherche de l’or intérieur), this book, likewise addressed to a large public, invites us to give wisdom and art de vivre a place in our every day lives. In many situations in life we require comfort or need help to overcome difficulties, mourning, sorrow or sadness. To this end, Jean Humenry offers us this little book which many will find valuable in its simplicity of heart.



1) Comforting by words only 2) Comforting by gestures only 3) Comforting by means of peace 4) Comforting by means of trust 5) Comforting by means of forgiveness 6) Comfort in death and mourning 7) Comforting by vows and hope 8) Comforting with stories of nothing 9) Comforting children as well as adults



AUTHOR Jean Humenry, born in 1946, is a talented songwriter and singer and has published a variety of albums.



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR A History of European Consciousness Author: Antoine Arjakowsky Size: 150x225 Preface : Herman Von Rompuy PAGES : 550 p. Section: HISTORY ISBN : 9



782706



714238



PRICE : 25,00€ RELEASE : 13 octobre 2016



STRONG POINTS 17 international authors rewriting the history of Europe A history book without precedent in the market A multidisciplinary and truly European book



I History and Recollections



SUBSTANCE The originality of this first History of European Consciousness consists in putting forward an open narrative, which, while not assuming to be exhaustive, offers different perspectives, at a time when Europe is questioning its future.



II Phenomenological Approach III Events and People



AUTHOR The historian



Antoine Arjakovsky



is research director at the Collège



des Bernardins. Amongst the thirty contributors to this book we find: Isabelle Schwarz, Luuk van Middelaar, Taja Vovk van Gaal, MarieFrançoise Baslez, Emilio Marin, Costa Carras, Bruno Dumézil, André Vauchez, Antonio Padoa-Schioppa, Tatiana Victoroff, Thomas Maissen, Matthijs Lok, Christophe de Voogd, Vincent Dujardin, Joanna Nowicki, Michèle Guyot-Roze, Nora Repo, Evelyne de Mevius, Christophe Bellon, Chantal Delsol, Hans Stark, Ursula Serafin, Constantin Sigov, Juan Manuel Bonet, JeanneEmmanuelle Hutin, Petre Guran, Philippe Poirier, Antoine de Romanet, Dominique Schnapper, Jean- Marc Ferry.



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



ÉDITIONS SALVATOR A ray of light in history Reviving the notion of providence Author : SIZE : PAGES : SECTION: SERIES: ISBN : PRICE : RELEASE:



Paul Valadier 145x220 192 p. Theology Forum 20,00€ 23 March 2017 9 782706



714870



STRONG POINTS A very positive book A subject outside of the mainstream



SUMMARY



SUBSTANCE Does believing in a version of history that does not necessarily end in the victory of death and the announced catastrophe testify to a frantic or indeed naive optimism? Can we bring some wisdom to this tormented world? Must we refute the idea of a God who watches over our fate, of a benevolent Providence? Refusing to accept the prevailing resignation and pessimism, Paul Valadier invites us to perceive the rays of light in history and re-examines the notion of "signs of the times".



1) Resignation 2) Providence and nihilism 3) Providentialism and its reasons 4) The wisdom of anticipation 5) Signs of the times and hope



AUTHOR The Jesuit Father Paul Valadier ran the magazine Études and taught at Sciences Po.



ÉDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame-des-Champs - 75006 Paris Tel : 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR The different branches of Islam A fragmented religion Author:



Henri de Saint-Bon



SIZE : PAGES : SECTION:



140X210 192 p.



ISBN : PRICE : RELEASE:



9



782706



714405



18,00€ 13 October 2016



STRONG POINTS An excellent book on the conflicts at the heart of Islam.



SUBSTANCE



SUMMARY



Islam appeals to many of our fellow citizens. So what is Islam? What are its doctrines, rites, practices, and values? What are its constituent elements? This book presents the different branches of Islam. What are they? What is their history, who are their theoreticians? Why are some Muslims fundamentalist or violent? Are they part of Islam? To all these questions, the reader will find clear and precise answers in this book.



Foreword Introduction Chapter 1: Historical landmarks Chapter 2: The branches of Islam and their ramifications Chapter 3: The doctrinal and legal differences between the branches of Islam Chapter 4: Religious sites of the Sunnis and Shiites Chapter 5: Sunni and Shiite celebrations and commemorations Chapter 6: Population and situation by country Chapter 7: Current international situation and prospects



AUTEUR Henri de Saint-Bon is a former army officer and works as organisation and HR consultant, especially in Africa. He is the author of several books on Islam, including Islam in the light of the Christian faith (L’islam à la lumière de la foi chrétienne, Salvator, 2016).



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR Monsieur Onfray in the land of myth.. Answer to Jesus and Christianity. Author :



Jean-Marie Salamito



SIZE : 130x200 PAGES : 160 p. PRICE : 12 € RELEASE: 27 April 2017 SECTION: Biblical studies ISBN :



9



782706



715419



STRONG POINTS A retort to Michael Onfray’s provocations Jean-Marie Salamito refutes his arguments one by one An outstanding academic author



SUBSTANCE In his latest work, Decadence (Décadence), Michel Onfray emphatically attacks Christianity and its legacy. With his book, already a bestseller, he fuels not least a new form of anti-christianity. In the present publication, Jean-Marie Salamito, a historian specialed on ancient Christianity, has taken it upon himself to make a forceful retort: Jesus IS a historical personage, there is sufficient confirmation of his existence and of the message he conveyed. Saint Paul did not invent a religion of intolerance realising its beliefs by means of the sword. And we can not reduce the relationship beween the Church and the political world to the time of Constantine…



AUTEUR Jean-Marie Salamito, graduate of the ENA and associate professor of classical literature, is professor for the history of ancient Christianity at the university Paris IVSorbonne. His particular field of expertise is St Augustine. He recently joined forces with Benoît Pouderon at Gallimard to coordinate the first volume of the Pléiade devoted to the First Christian writings (Premiers écrits chrétiens)



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR Do we still have a soul? Author:



Xavier Lacroix



SIZE : PAGES : SECTION: ISBN :



145X220 224 p. PHILOSOPHIE



9 782706



715068



PRICE : RELEASE:



20 € 27 April 2017



STRONG POINTS A profound topic.



SUMMARY



A well-established author.



SUBSTANCE Many of our contemporaries think they can – or indeed prefer to – discard the notion of a soul, considering it obsolete, mythical or too charged with religious meaning. This book asserts that in truth, the notion of a soul is irreplaceable. It is with death that the question of the soul arises in the most radical way. The history of ideas and of art offer eloquent proof of the fact. How can my life continue or be recreated beyond the life of this my body? Immortality or resurrection? Or are the two concepts equivalent?



Introduction Ch. I Spirit and breath Ch. II Platonic soul and Christian soul Ch. III The « Psychè » and the soul Ch. IV I believe in the resurrection of the flesh Ch. V Philosophy and theology Ch. VI Giving life



AUTHOR Xavier Lacroix, born in 194, is Professor Emeritus of Philosophy and Moral Theology at the Faculty of Philosophy of the Catholic Institute of Lyon, of which he was the Dean. He has published numerous books including Le corps retrouvé (The body retrieved), Le corps de chair (The body of flesh), Les mirages de l’amour (The mirages of love).



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



Conclusion



EDITIONS SALVATOR Finding one’s deepest identity with the Christian thinkers Author : Jean-Paul Lannegrace Foreword : Philippe d’Iribarne SIZE: 140X210 PAGES : 192 p. SECTION : Psychology ISBN :



9 782706



715204



PRICE : RELEASE:



20 € 11 May 2017 -



STRONG POINTS In the light of Edith Stein, Therese of Avila, Saint Augustine, Madeleine Delbrêl…



SUBSTANCE



SUMMARY



Who am I ? What is my vocation? What is the meaning of my life? These burning questions are tormenting our contemporaries. Jean-Paul Lannegrace attempts to give answers by resorting to a frequently forgotten spiritual treasure: The one left over the centuries by a line of Christian thinkers and mystics, from Saint Augustine to Maurice Zundel. A reference book that reminds us that our deepest identity is linked to our capacity do be different but also to abandon ourselves to the divine grace.



1. The psychological genesis of self-awareness 2. The thirst for identity 3. Constituent elements of a person 4. Constituent antinomies of a person 5. Buddhist objections 6. The fate of the person in his union with God 7. The Christian way to God 8. The price to pay 9. Self-awareness and death



AUTHOR Jean-Paul Lannegrace was senior executive of two large companies (Péchiney, Framatome). He is a member of « Confrontations », an association of Christian intellectuals.



ÉDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR Don’t shirk your sadness Author : Emmanuel Godo SIZE : 130x210 PAGES : 200 p. PRICE : 18€ RELEASE: 14/09/2017 SECTION: Spirituality ISBN :



9



782706



715648



STRONG POINTS Sadness as a way to discover true joy. An author renowned in the art of combining literature and spirituality.



SUBSTANCE The author provides a history of sadness by exploring the realms of painting, music, literature and spirituality. It shows sadness to be a prolific source not only of creativity but also of human equipoise. How can one truly feel joy if one has not experienced true sadness? In this sense, not to shirk one’s sadness means being able to welcome a part of oneself and to appreciate joy at its proper value.



AUTEUR Emmanuel Godo, born in 1965, is an assistant professor of literature, holds a PhD in literature, and teaches literature at the Catholic Institute of Lille and in preparatory classes at Lycée Henri IV in Paris. He wrote several essays focusing on the correlations between literature (Hugo, Sartre, Huysmans, Claudel, Nerval, Musset, Barres) and inner experiences, particularly spiritual ones.



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



ÉDITIONS SALVATOR Via Francigena Through Italy on foot Author: Cyprien Mycinski Foreword : Jean-Claude Guillebaud SIZE: 140 x 210 PAGES : 272 p. SECTION : Tourism, travel literature ISBN : PRICE : RELEASE:



22,00€ 23 March 2017



9



782706



714849



STRONG POINTS A promising author of travel literature The Road to Rome and beyond.



SUBSTANCE



SUMMARY



Why this crazy idea to cross Italy on foot from the north to the south? Why walk 1700 km with a backpack from Aosta to Otranto? By embarking on this pilgrims’ route, very frequented in the Middle Ages but nowadays forgotten and deserted, the author attempted to satisfy his thirst for history, Italy and discoveries.



The book is designed as a logbook recording every place the author visited and his impressions and feelings. An integrated map enables the reader to locate the respective regions.



Traveling through Italy on foot, Cyprien Mycinski tells about his voluntary hardships – a deeply joyous account.



AUTHOR Cyprien Mycinski, 27, graduate of the ENA and Sciences Po and associate professor of history, is a high school teacher in the region of Paris and a journalist. In the spring of 2015, he travelled through Italy on foot, an experience which he recounts in this book.



ÉDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame-des-Champs - 75006 Paris Tel : 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR I fought the right battle A monk facing disease Author :



Irénée Rezende Guimaraes



SIZET : 140x210 PAGES : 192 p. SECTION: Personal experiences ISBN :



9



782706



715044



PRICE : 18 € RELEASE: 13 APRIL 2017



STRONG POINTS The testimony of a monk facing disease.



SUBSTANCE Brother Irénée, a Benedictine monk, is struck by Charcot disease. He every day he writes down his thoughts. Then, his accounts are recorded. He dies in October 2015. His community wished to publish his writings posthumously as a testimony of the issues of affliction, suffering and death. "I offer my suffering so that peace may come to the world," said Brother Irénée.



AUTHOR Brother Irénée Rezende Guimaraes, born in 1959 in Southern Brazil, held degrees in theology and philosophy as well as a doctoral degree in educational science. He campaigned for peace and non-violent action.



EDITIONS SALVATOR 103, rue Notre-Dame des Champs - 75006 Paris Tel: 01-53-10-38-38 Fax : 01 53 10 38 39 [email protected]



EDITIONS SALVATOR As lightening comes from the East Author : Alexandre Siniakov SIZE : 140x210 PAGES : 250 p. PRICE : 18,90€ RELEASE: 24 August 2017 SECTION: Personal experiences ISBN : 978-2-706-71430-6



STRONG POINTS A young and charismatic figure of Russian orthodoxy



SUBSTANCE From his birth in Caucasus in communist Russia to his naturalisation in France, Father Alexander’s account tells how he found the path to faith by reading books prohibited by the regime and eventually became a pilgrim of dialogue and unity in the face of adversity and suspicion.



AUTHOR Born in Stavropol (Russia) in 1981, Alexander Siniakov studied at the Faculty of Dominican Theology in Toulouse before continuing his studies in Paris, Cambridge (Great Britain) and Louvain (Belgium). He was ordained deacon in 2003 and priest in 2004 in Vienna.
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PAGES : 200 p. (respectively) SIZE : 150X225 PRICE : 20 € RELEASE: 23 March 2017 SECTION: Personal experiences – history



Stolen Youth (War Memories v.1) The captives’ blood (War Memories v.2) Author: Aloÿsius Pappert STRONG POINTS A German’s very original account of the war and the Russian prison camps. SUBSTANCE In the first volume of his War Memories, the author gives an outstanding testimony of the Second World War, that of a man who did not share the aims of the German leadership of the time. The second volume begins in 8 May 1945, when Aloÿsius Pappert, a young officer of 20, takes the lead of what remains of his company in the hope of escaping from the Red Army by crossing Czechoslovakia and surrendering themselves to the Americans. This is where a new tale begins, that of an odyssee which will lead him to captivity in the Soviet camps ... More than seventy years later, the author gives an impressive testimony of his German youth snatched away by the rise of Nazism, war and captivity.



AUTHOR Aloysius Pappert was born in 1924 near Fulda (Land Hesse) in Germany.
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15 € 27 May 2017



STRONG POINTS A testimony full of surprises. A



text



full



of



humanness,



humor



and



emotion.



SUBSTANCE Structured like a documentary in twenty-five short and very lively and vivid chapters, this book tells the story of the quest that enabled Caroline to find her family and discover her Jewish roots... by her father.



AUTHOR Caroline Montois, a mother of four and married to a deacon in the diocese of Lille, works as a gymnastics trainer for individuals or companies. Jean-Luc Douchet is journalist.
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EDITIONS SALVATOR Contemplation with Victor Hugo Author : Véronique Dufief SIZE: 130x200 PAGES : 176 p. PRICE : 18€ RELEASE: 14 September 2017 Section: literature ISBN :
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STRONG POINTS An original approach to Hugo. An initiation to contemplation via literature and poetry.



SUBSTANCE A great expert of the work of Victor Hugo, the author offers us an original approach to this icon of the French literature. She presents him from three rather unusual angles: 1) The experience of poverty 2) Contemplation in his Works 3) The praise of poetry as an aspiration to holiness.



AUTHOR Véronique Dufief is a lecturer at the University of Dijon. In 2013, she published La souffrance désarmée (Suffering overcome) at Éditions Salvator, which won the 2014 award for publications in spirituality.
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SIZE: 130x200 PAGES : 144 PRICE : 16€ RELEASE: 14 September 2017 SECTION: Literature ISBN :
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STRONG POINTS A wonderful initiation novel set in Spain



SUBSTANCE In a huerta in the south of Spain, Alvaro and his old widowed father manage a beautiful estate where olive trees grow – both a passion and a source of wealth... But one day his brother Andrés returns after years of studies. Very soon, frustration and jealousy arise in Alvaro: He cannot bear to see his brother benefit from the wealth of the estate without having worked there. Then, during a scene with his father, Alvaro brutally beats his brother and leaves him for dead, before fleeing ... He then sets out on a prolonged wandering and a journey into his soul, until a hermit, Francisco, helps him discover the true reason for his hatred and jealousy. He recalls a scene on Good Friday, reconsiders his ties with his parents ... then returns home where his father is dying. This beautiful variation of the story of the prodigal son takes up the issue of jealousy and rivalry between brothers by skilfully turning the parable upside down and finally conveying a positive message.



AUTEUR Françoise Evenou trains managers and private clients in leadership and change management. She directed a communications consultancy and worked in major international corporations before studying theology and philosophy to nurture her quest for meaning.
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ÉDITIONS SALVATOR The saint with the hourglass Diary of a pilgrim Author: Philippe Le Guillou SIZE : 130x200 PAGES : 144 p. SERIES : Literature SECTION: The life of Saints ISBN : 9



PRICE : RELEASE:



782706
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17,00€ 19 January 2017



STRONG POINTS A great saint visited by a great novelist.



SUBSTANCE The author is a passionate traveller. Having followed the tracks of famous historic characters, he now chose to trace the steps of Saint Therese – in Rome, Naples, Paris… In Lisieux, he visited the Buissonnets and the Carmel where she lived: With moving simplicity, his diary tells us of his discoveries and his emotions.



AUTHOR Philippe Le Guillou is a novelist and essayist. He was awarded the Prix Médicis for The Seven Names of the Painter (Les sept noms du peintre, Gallimard, 1997). Recently, Éditions Gallimard published his works The Bridge of Angels (Le pont des anges, 2012) and The Pope of Surprises (Le pape des surprises, 2015)
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22,00€ 27 October 2016



STRONG POINTS A major Carmelite personality A portrait based on a study of his writings



SUBSTANCE While the different accounts of the life of John of the Cross we have received from the authors of the Baroque period are essentially hagiographic, modern and contemporary narrators endeavour to temper these excesses by a more rational research into new and absolutely genuine biographical data. This book attempts to maintain a balance between these two approaches. It allows John of the Cross to express himself both via his correspondence and through his poetic works, commentaries and treatises, and initiate us to the depths of mystic.



AUTHOR Marie-France Schmidt, a historian and specialist of the Spanish Golden Age, taught at the University of Nanterre.
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Man, a Wonder of God An Essay on Christological Anthropology Bernard Sesboüé



Why



Attractive features • An essay on the question of the relationship of man to God • In the light of biblical revelation, as reflected in the Tradition of the Church • A presentation of a Christian anthropology in debate with contemporary thought



What



Main points/sections Today, when there are multiple human visions, of "various anthropologies," what is the meaning of "anthropology" which is based on the Christian faith? How is it that man is the wonder of God, while his identity is threatened by the emergence of transhumanism, theories of gender, and scientific or technical progress? This work addresses the relationship of man to God, the relationship based on the act of creation, but also in the gift of grace. This tract will also thus be a tract on the mission of the Holy Spirit in man and in the world: an interior and invisible mission that is articulated around the visible and outer mission accomplished in history by the Son, the Incarnate Word. These two missions are inseparable: Christ works in us through his Spirit; the Spirit opens us from the inside to the reception of Christ's message.



It makes us sons of the Son to lead us to the Father. The treaty also addresses the theology of spiritual experience.



By



Author information A Jesuit, Father Bernard Sesboüé is one of the great contemporary theologians, and Professor Emeritus at the Centre Sèvres. He also combines both basic research as in his History of Dogmas (Desclée) as books more accessible to the general public such as Christ, Lord and Son of God. He received the prize of religious booksellers for his book-length interview with Marc Book Leboucher entitled Theology in the 20th century and the Future of the Faith (DDB).



ISBN: 978 2 7067 1214 2 — 368 pp. — January 22, 2015 — €23 Editions Salvator — 103 rue Notre-Dame des Champs — F-75006 Paris France Ph: +33/1 5310-3838 — http://www.editions-salvator.com [email protected]
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Jésus. Voici l’homme Bernard Sesboüé POINTS FORTS Une étude de l’identité humaine de Jésus Un grand théologien contemporain Un livre essentiel accessible à tous ARGUMENTAIRE La foi chrétienne nous dit que Dieu s'est fait homme pour entrer en relations d'amitié avec nous. Jésus est cet homme qui a cherché à se faire reconnaître comme Dieu dans son humanité. Il ne suffisait pas pour cela qu'il fût un vrai homme, partageant tout de notre condition humaine, il fallait qu'il fût aussi un homme vrai. Nous n'aurions pas pu le reconnaitre dans sa véritable identité s'il s’était montré homme dans une médiocrité banale. Nous savons qu'il fut un homme rayonnant, on l'a même accusé d'être un séducteur. Il a pu oser cette parole : « Qui de vous me convaincra de péché? », alors que ses adversaires étaient à l'affût pour le prendre en faute sur des détails de l’observation de la loi… Le but de ce petit livre est de décrire le comportement humain de Jésus pour en montrer l'excellence unique. Jésus réalise parfaitement la vocation de l’homme, et à travers l'homme, il se révèle comme le Fils de Dieu. AUTEUR Jésuite, le père Bernard Sesboüé est un des grands théologiens contemporains, professeur émérite au Centre Sèvres. Auteur de livres faisant la part belle à la recherche fondamentale (comme son Histoire des dogmes, Desclée) mais également de livres plus vulgarisés (comme Jésus-Christ, Seigneur et Fils de Dieu), il a obtenu le Prix des libraires religieux pour son livre entretien avec Marc Leboucher La théologie au XXe siècle et l’avenir de la foi (DDB). Son ouvrage L’homme, merveille de Dieu (Salvator, 2015) a reçu le Prix des Librairies Siloé. ISBN : 978 2 7067 1410 8– 192p. – 25 août 2016– 19,50 € Éditions Salvator 103, rue Notre-Dame-des-Champs F-75006 Paris TEL : 01 53 10 38 38 - http://www.editions-salvator.com
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